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In the process of  creating our seventh issue, SPECS has discovered some interesting things about 
Unicorns:
 *They are shape shifters
	 *They	are	difficult	to	replicate;	even	harder	to	track	down
 *Our unicorn is maybe your loch ness monster and your unicorn is maybe our hydra and   
 maybe both our unicorns are actually built from Legos with candy corn teeth and googly   
 eyes superglued onto them.
Throughout	the	work	you’ll	find	in	these	pages,	we	have	attempted	to	embrace	what	a	unicorn	could	
encompass: in the art-body, attached to poetics (tangential or linear), and constructed from our joint 
social creation.
Minal	Hajratwala’s	question:	how	to	write	like	a	unicorn?
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